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CraftsmanshiP

E arly in his career as a designer-
maker Philip Koomen primarily used 
North American species, white oak, 
cherry and black walnut, for their 

consistency and straight grain. They allowed 
him to focus on shape. Intriqued by their 
enigmatic grading system, he collaborated 
with the American Hardwood Export 
Council to experiment with more 
characterful, lower grade timber, like red oak 
and tulipwood. Eventually he came to 
realise that the variations in colour, figure 
and texture he was finding in these lesser 
species is prevalent in English wood, and so 
today that is all he uses, and has become an 
enthusiastic advocate for native timber.
 Philip named his campaign to promote 
native English species Out of the Woods, 
printing a small booklet and exhibiting his 
work and philosphy at educational events 
and to clients. He has been a regular 
demonstrator at Art in Action, the 
interactive creative show outside Oxford in 
July. This year he will be returning as part 

of the OneOak Woodwork marquee, where 
British Woodworking and a group of 
renowned craftsmen will also be exhibiting. 
All of us will be showing and selling work 
made from an oak felled at Blenheim Palace 
in 2010. The tree was weighed after felling, 
and has since been seasoned and milled, 
and the boards have been distributed to 
designer-maker Robert Ingham, turner 
Tobias Kaye, spooncarver Martin Damen and 
many more. We’ve been given some offcuts 
to make our Handmade Helicopters!

Milling the oak
When the logs were milled at the Deep in 
the Wood sawmill, Philip Koomen acted as 
grader, helping to identify all the boards, 
which are now listed on the OneOak 
website. Planks were designated to 

Pedestal 
Table for 
OneOak
To discover how he is making a special table for the  
OneOak project at Art in Action, we visited designer-maker 
Philip Koomen at his Oxfordshire workshops
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craftsmen depending on their plans and 
designs and needs. Philip gained a couple of 
prime boards from the first log, streaked 
with the brown of beafsteak fungus, which 
could be seen at the base of the tree when 
it was felled. “It has been a really useful 
insight to realise how little of a tree is 
normally used. This way we’ve found a 
niche for everything.”
 Like the other craftsmen, Philip 
committed to design a special piece to join 
a touring OneOak exhibition, and has 
chosen to make a table. “I’ve designed a 
few tables recently, speculatively, and this 
one filled the concept rather elegantly, and 
compliments a chair I’ve already made,” he 
told us at his Checkendon workshop near 
Henley-on-Thames in May. 
 The table was almost complete then, only 
needing a little work to the edge of the top, 
and then finishing with Liberon Finishing 
Oil. “I would normally finish a dining table 
with an acid catalyst lacquer [sprayed] for 
protection from spills,” Philip explained, 
“but it is likely to get knocked on the tour, 
and oil will be easier to repair.” 
 The piece is effectively a pedestal table, 
and at 1.3m diameter just about able to 
seat six. “It’s a bit smaller than I would have 
liked, but I was limited by the two boards, 
and at least it now fits in my car. I know 
one designer-maker who actually designs his 

furniture with the size of his car in mind 
because it means he doesn’t have to hire a 
van for deliveries. Personally, I always make 
a conscious effort to pare down my designs 
to simple forms; I like rigorous simplicity.”
 Admitting that he still only has a vague 
idea how the top will be fixed to the 
pedestal, Philip also confessed that in his 
37-year career he’d never made a coopered 
base before. “It was a lot easier than I 
expected,” he said. “I sort of worked it out 
as I went along.”
 He started making eight tapered frames, 
each comprising two uprights and two 
spacers, the latter made from offcuts of the 

brown sections of oak, as a motif to match 
the colour of the tabletop. Breaking 
construction into frames makes the 
planning, jointing and assembly much 
simpler as you reduce the number of 
components you’ll be fitting together as you 
reach final glue-up. 

Simple woodwork
Making woodwork simple is critical to the 
way Philip and his assistants James and 
Steve work. The old barn that he’s rented 
for the last 27 years is split into a number 
of spaces. James and Steve, who do the 
bulk of the making, have a large open space 

upstairs, with marvellous views from their 
benches over an orchard across the road. 
There’s a kitchen, office and meeting space. 
A low-ceilinged milling room with 
thicknesser, planer and spindle moulder is 
found downstairs, out the back of the barn 
and next to the timber store. Then there’s a 
much brighter space with large bandsaw 
and tablesaw, a showroom and Philip’s 
workshop, equipped with pillar drill, 
mortiser, bandsaw and benches. He has a 
board of handtools on the wall, but 
otherwise very little clutter, just wide open 
surfaces on which to rest timber and work. 
 What is most striking as you wander 

around Wheeler’s Barn is that there are 
scrawled notes on the walls and on 
machines, as reminders. Philip’s bandsaw has 
any number of warnings about tensioning 
blades and adjusting guards. There’s a note 
on the white brickwork beside the tablesaw 
next door explaining that the distance from 
the circular blade to the bandsaw bed is 
2238mm, just less than the length of an 
8x4ft sheet. It’s such a relief to discover 
professionals who need reminding about the 
tracking on a bandsaw or that guards have 
to be reset on the saw after you’ve changed 
a blade. It feels like a fun place to work.
 One way to make woodwork simple is to 

plan ahead. So the lower spaces in each 
frame are set back by 3mm, and can be 
finished before assembly of the frame. It 
also highlights the uprights, as does working 
a tiny 2mm bevel on the corner of the long 
edges of the uprights. The front face of the 
upper tapered spacer is flush with the 
uprights, but is separated by the tiny 
channel created by that bevel. “It is a little 
feature to differentiate the parts,” Philip 
explained, cleaning up the assembled 
pedestal with a Veritas block plane. “And it 
also offers a built-in tolerance when you are 
lining up the parts for assembly.” Such 
shallow grooves are found in mass-produced 

oneoaK table CraftsmanshiP
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You’d be forgiven for thinking that the 
eight panels on the octagonal table base 
meet at a combined angle of 45°, 22.5° 
each. Intuitively, Philip Koomen knew this 
wasn’t the case and that the taper alters 
the angle of the mitre. He ended up 
making a four-sided tapered core on which 
he could rest some of the tapered panels to 
measure the mitre angle. We did it by 
creating the panels in SketchUp and then 
tipping them into position. The guide lines 
at the joints (Fig.3) show the 22.5° mitre 
you’d expect to cut for an octagon, and by 
using the Protractor tool in SketchUp we 
were able to work out that the angle needs 
to be about 34°. Obviously this is affected 
by the angle of the taper. 

Ponds Variations on Philip 
Koomen’s Pond Life are perched 
around the workshop, including a 
bed that was never made

Hands Philip Koomen using a 
Veritas block plane to smooth the 
outside of the pedestal. Closest 
to hand on his board of tools are 
the spokeshaves (above). Visitors 
to his OneOak display are 
welcomed by his Pond Life (right)

Shared When you 
share a workshop it 
helps to have 
reminders for one 
another on the 
setting up of 
machines. James 
cutting plugs 
(above), and the 
MiniMax bandsaw in 
Philip’s workshop 
(left). ‘The teeth 
should be over the 
front of the wheel,’ is 
good advice for any 
bandsaw, as is: 
‘Tracking should be 
re-set if you change 
the blade width’

Time Every job has a time sheet, 
with every quarter hour logged

Angles on tapersThe table with octagonal pedestal

Fig.3 View of top of pedestal base

The top is 1.3m diameter, with 
the pedestal 560mm across at 
the base and 240mm at the 
top. With a height of 720mm 
this gives a rake of about 13° 
off vertical, though Philip 
Koomen doesn’t have detailed 
drawings, and we produced 
these ourselves using SketchUp. 
In fact we’ve shown the rake to 
be slightly shallower than it 
really is, but the measurements 
are correct

In the finished table the top edge 
of the lower spacers (which are set 
back by 3mm) is curved230
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furniture, where they are used to make 
finishing easier as you don’t have to worry 
so much about cross-grain scratching.
 Philip was using the block plane as you 
might a spokeshave, as part of the body. “I 
haven’t got a smoothing plane,” he said. 
“It’s the only plane I don’t like. The block 
plane doesn’t feel like work, perhaps 
because there’s less weight.” 
 The spacers are joined to the uprights 
with Festool Dominos, with the inside edge 
of the uprights square to the front face. 
Once each frame was assembled Philip had 
to taper the outside edge of the uprights 
along the length, at a slightly steeper angle 
than the angle on the end of the spacers. 
To do this he made a simple tablesaw jig, 
with a 9mm MDF baseboard, which is 
clamped to the sliding carriage. The frames 

locate on a former, which is screwed to the 
baseboard and fits neatly inside the gap 
between the uprights and spacers. He turns 
the frame over to cut the other edge.

Bevelling the edges
At this stage the outside edges are still 
square to the face, but the frames are 
tapered along their length. Normally you’d 
bevel the edges for an octagon at 22.5° 
(16x22.5=360). This is not that case with a 
tapered octagon. To work out the right 
angle for the bevelled edges Philip drew out 
the footprint of the pedestal on a piece of 
MDF. He then built up a four-sided core on 
which the frames could rest at the right 
angle. Once a pair of frames were in the 
right position he used a sliding bevel to 
record the angle that bisected a pair of 

frames to find the mitre angle. “I’m a 
reasonable mathematician, and could have 
worked it out, but it takes so long, and it is 
much more fun to mock it up.” 
 He then set the tablesaw blade at this 
angle, and with the frame once again in the 
jig, he was able to cut the bevelled edges 
along the outside of the frames. “I was able 
to join the frames together straight from the 
saw,” Philip explained, adding that he’d 
seen Robert Ingham using the technique.
 Philip then cut biscuit slots in the 
corresponding edges, and was ready for 
assembly. “The next step was a useful 
lesson,” he admitted. “I did a dry run, and 
then thought of gluing up the pedestal in 
two halves. James suggested I assemble the 
frames in pairs first and then do the whole 
thing. There is limited messing up factor 

and reduced panic. It also avoided the 
potential for distorting the basic shape.” 
Because of the gaps between the uprights 
he only needed to use G-cramps, with small 
notched blocks to assemble the adjacent 
frames and then the whole thing. 
 
Making the top
Although the top is made from only two 
boards, they were each cut in half along 
their length and glued back together, for 
stability, with biscuits for location. It is 1in 
thick and book matched. “I might bevel the 
edge to compliment the base,” Philip told 
us. And then he got back to smoothing the 
coopered pedestal base to get the table 
ready for Art in Action. Take advantage of 
the Reader Offer and you’ll be able to see 
the piece for yourselves. See you there.

oneoaK table CraftsmanshiP
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Warning The note on the wall (above) in the ‘saw’ room 
(right) enigmatically warns users that you can’t quite rest 
an 8x4ft sheet between the bandsaw bed and the 
tablesaw blade. This may be an ironic comment upon the 
inconvenient positioning of the two machines

Selecting The makers at Deep in Wood to 
select timber for the OneOak project

Ecclectic Garden furniture by Rodas Irving 
(above), sculpture by Richard Fox (below) and 
furniture by Waywood (left) will be no show

Model Philip Koomen uses models frequently to experiment with designs. This one was made simply from 
cardboard. The timber store behind the barn workshop is full of English species (right), much of it local

OneOak at Art in Action
Buy one, get one free reader offer to see top makers at work

British Woodworking readers receive an 
extra FREE adult ticket to Art in Action 
when they book online. The tickets, which 
cost £20, can be used on any day. To book 
visit artinaction.org.uk and use the unique 
promotional code BRIWRO.
 The show, which is held at Waterperry, 
outside Oxford, from 19-22nd July, features 
a Woodwork marquee of craftsmen 
participating in the OneOak project. 
Displaying the pieces they made from a 
single oak felled at Blenheim Palace in 
January 2010, Robert Ingham, Philip 
Koomen, Derek Elliott and others will also 
be demonstrating their skills.
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